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Out of left field

November 1st sees the release
of Haruki Murakami's latest
offering 1Q84. For those of
you who are familiar with his
work, you're in for a real treat.
For those readers yet to be
submersed into his world, you
on the other hand are in for an
existential transformation.
1Q84 brings together the pop
culture references, offbeat
philosophising and one-of-a-
kind characters that adorn all
his novels This time however,
the stakes are higher as he
entwines his characters in the
shady world of a religious cult.
In light of this, this is not a
book for the faint -hearted, but
if you like your fiction with a
dash of the surreal, then take a
ride with this modern master
of storytelling.

Authors & Events

We have a busy schedule of author events coming up.
First off the blocks is Cooma author Charles Massy
who will talk about his new book Breaking the
Sheep's Back, an expose into the collapse of the multi-
billion dollar wool industry in Australia and around the
world. Charles is recognised as an innovator in
marketing and merino genetics and has written widely
on the Australian wool industry including the
influential The Australian Merino. He also received
an OAM in 2011 for his service to the industry.
Charles will be at Candelo Books this Wednesday 26th
at 5:30pm.

On the following night we have Four Stories from four volunteers in Africa
& Timor Leste. Motria Tymkiw von Schreiber, John Champagne, Dave
Crowden & Libby Weir will give their perspectives on working with
communities in South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Timor Leste. Hear
about the hardships, the joys, the personal challenges, inspirations and learn
about what it's like to submerge yourself in a totally different culture. This
evening is not suitable for children due to the topics presented. Thursday 27th
at 5:30pm.

On the 17th of November, we have our first ever
posthumous book launch for Marjorie Quinn's memoir
The Years that the Locust Hath Eaten, a work
originally commisioned in 1963 by the Commonwealth
Literary Fund. Marjorie Quinn was born in
Darlinghurst, Sydney 1889 and grew up in society
circles drenched in literature, poetry and politics. She
became very active in the Australian literary community
from the 1920s to 40s and was one of the founding
members of the Fellowship of Australian Writers FAW
formed in 1928 and which is still active today. She also helped to establish the
Society of Women Writers and the Australian branch of the PEN Club, a
body of international writers. The book will be launched in Bega by local
family members Deborah McMahon & Kathryn Berryman. 5:30pm start.



What We're Excited
About

We are great fans of Eliot
Perlman's work and so are very
excited about having his third
novel The Street Sweeper on
our shelves. After much
anticipation, we can say that all
our waiting has borne fruit and
it is no exaggeration calling this
novel 'a masterpiece'. Perlman
weaves the unlikely subjects of
the US Civil Rights Movement,
the Holocaust and a struggling
historian's personal struggles
into a magnificent piece of
fiction that is very readable.
Perlman poses the questions;
what is history?, who
determines what is worth
remembering? and can we use
history as a lesson for the
future?
Set in New York, The Street
Sweeper at times takes on the
city's hustle and bustle, with
snippets of story chopping and
changing but eventually the
narrative flow converges into
an irresistable pull. We are
fortunate to count Eliot
Perlman as one of our own.
File under award-winning
bestseller

Did You Know?

...that calendars for 2012 are
already here? We have a wide
range of calendars that cover

Poetry from the South

Keeping on the local front, local poet Michelle Gaddes will be launching her
first poetry compilation Pariah, a semi-biographical exploration of words
borne of various dark periods Michelle experienced over a number of years
and is also a text that reflects a brief snapshot of the diverse landscape of the
south coast. Here's a taste:

Autumn in the South

A birch flaps wildly outside the window
Its crepe like leaves kiss the summer goodbye
Old azure sky seems suddenly shallow -
Striations of reds on the ground don't lie

Shadows now dappled and grapes coloured black
The goats gleam white in flat drying paddocks
Logs of box we now begin to stack and
Kick forward the menacing laughing clocks

The leather lays dried in an old man's shed
Minions of crickets warm their feet upon
The rusted buckles where the man once bled
And his skill, his wit and his love once shone

Receding like daylight, autumn's old man
weeps gently on the earth where once he ran

Pariah Launch @ Candelo Books Fri Nov 25th 5:30pm

Books to Cook With

Our Cookery shelves are yet again bursting with the most beautiful cookbooks
for the season. Don't just dream about it, unleash your culinary skills... and
check out these beautiful books along the way!

Gluten-free food tastless and boring? Not
anymore. Rowie Dillon has put joy into gluten-free
cooking. Indulge contains 100 delicious recipes for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, pizza, pastry, and cake. The
sweet treats on the cover are only the beginning.
There is a whole section on using gluten-free flours
for everyday meals and any occasion. Rowie Dillon
is a well-known coeliac and baker extraordinaire
who convinced Qantas, David Jones and Singapore
Airlines to stock decent gluten-free options.



many tastes and interests from
an Origami-a-Day desk
calendar to Gardening, Hebrew
Illuminations, Lakota Way,
calendars with cats, dogs,
Brumbies from the High
Country and even one for the
thrasher skateboarder in your
family. Calendars from not-for-
profit organisations,
permaculture calendars
featuring local identities,
Posters for peace and justice...
These make great gifts and
many are printed on 100%
Recycled Paper. Come in and
have a browse! Oh, and did I
mention our diaries...?

On TV

Have you been watching The
Slap on ABC1 Thursday
nights? Rarely does the screen
version of a book get it so
right. If you've not yet read
Christos Tsiolkas' multi-award
winning novel, treat yourself
and find out where you stand
on the many social issues
within. Interestingly, author of
How it Feels Brendan Cowell
was part of screen writing team
and some of us here at Candelo
Books felt his novel shared a
lot of similarities with The
Slap.

We've been watching Bill Grainger's tour of the UK
on ABC1 and have been marvelling at his no-fuss, quick
and easy everyday food. It turns out Bill is also a wiz at
Asian cooking. In Bill's Everyday Asian, he simply applies
his love of food using fresh ingredients in straightforward
and satisfying recipes drawing on his own colourful
experiences around Asia. Can't go wrong.

Okay, so we don't live in the city but it doesn't
mean we're not sometimes rushed and busy. Who can
resist Annabel Langbein's free range philosophy of
using fresh seasonal ingredients? Free Range in the
City has 200 recipes, gorgeous photography, menu
plans for every occasion, you'll soon be making
sensational home-cooked food with very little effort

and much less stress.

Keep an eye out for...

• Little Star by John Ajvide Lindqvist - There is
something creepy about the baby rescued from the
forest by a has-been musician who raises her
experimentally to cultivate her exquisite voice.
Written with innocence and naivety, this novel
nevertheless takes some very gruesome twists and
turns.

• Inheritance by Christopher Paolini - The final
battle is about to begin! Nov 9th sees the release
of the last book of the Inheritance Cycle. Candelo
Books is giving a copy of Quillblade by
Australian author Ben Chandler free with each
purchase!

Kid's Corner

In 2010, Brian Selznick won the Caldecott medal
for The Invention of Hugo Cabret. His latest book for
readers 9+ is Wonderstruck, an absolutely beautiful
work of art that tells two separate yet interwoven
stories. Ben's story, written in prose is set in 1977
about a boy longing for a father he has never known,
Fifty years earlier, a girl named Rose dreams of a
mysterious actress whose life she chronicles in a
scrapbook. Her story is told through Selznick's
incredibly detailed pencil drawings. When Ben
discovers a puzzling clue in his mother's room and
Rose reads an enticing headline in the newspaper, both

children set out alone on a desperate quest to find what they are missing. Click
here to watch Brian Selznick talk about Wonderstruck

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K2YaVxeTiM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K2YaVxeTiM
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